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The Origin of Life | American Scientist
A mineralogist believes he's discovered how life's early
building blocks connected four billion years ago.
Origins of life
Abiogenesis, or informally the origin of life, is the natural
process by which life arises from non-living matter, such as
simple organic compounds. The transition .
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But their enzyme could not copy itself, not even close. In
Darwin's theory of evolution, the ability to create offspring
is absolutely central:
DictionaryofchemicalformulasListofbiomoleculesListofinorganiccomp
This experiment demonstrated the possibility that
autocatalysts Matter (origins of life) exhibit competition
within a population of entities with heredity, which could be
interpreted as a rudimentary form of natural selection.
Despite that, we will continue to talk about the common
ancestor, regardless if it appeared as a single kind of
organism or if it was the result of an agglutination of
different ancestries. We do not even have a universally
accepted concept of what life is.
Theoriginsoflifecannotbedatedasprecisely,butthereisevidencethatba
aromatic hydrocarbons PAH are known to be abundant in the
universe, [] [] [] including in the interstellar mediumin
comets, and in meteorites, and are some of the most complex
molecules so far found in space. Living things uptake lighter
isotopes because this takes less energy.
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